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SERENE MAGIC of Retail
by Anuraag S
Visual Merchandising (VM) is underestimated in our country. People usually take it as a 'creative' or just a 'display'
job. Yes, it requires lot of creativity but at the same time it's all about 'retail science' and MERCHANDISE PRESENTAT-ION plays the trick. However, the science of Visual Merchandising is still not understood in India but Indians unconsciously follow the art of merchandise presentation since the day one.
Every grocery store, shopkeeper and merchant's primary objective is to sell merchandise. When the giant nineteenth
century dry goods establishments like Marshall Field & Co. shifted their business from wholesale to retail the visual display
of goods became necessary to attract the retail customer. The store windows no longer simply allowed natural light to shine
in the building or act as storage space for stock; they became important venues to attractively display the store's
merchandise. Gradually, the design aesthetic used in window displays moved indoors and became part of the overall
interior store design, eventually displacing the importance windows altogether in suburban malls. Museums and
department stores in America have a shared history of displaying their products, both having come of age in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. Like world's fairs, department stores and museums crowded everything together on
shelves or in display cases. Today displays in museums are referred to as exhibitions, while displays in stores are referred
to as "Visual Merchandising”. Essentially, visual merchandising is the selling of a store's merchandise through visual means,
incorporating signage’s, window displays, floor layout & display and Merchandise Presentation.

Post messages, enquiries, contact details here...know the
industry... Build your network!

Importance of Store Windows
by Unni Augustine
Sr. Manager visual merchandising, Lifestyle
Reliance retail Ltd.

Have you ever stopped to think what it is that makes you go into a particular shop to buy something?
What is it that catches your eye? The answer, of course, is the display in the shop window. If the display isn't appealing, or
it doesn't contain the products you are looking for, or it doesn't display prices, you'll probably walk straight past. Your
impression of the shop comes, firstly, from that shop window. (contd.)
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And, if your impression is a poor one, you are unlikely to become a customer. Often, first impressions are usually lasting
impressions. Normally show windows are used for Sales promotions, Image building, Seasonal changes, New arrivals, High
demand items.
Successful store windows are changed frequently. Remember that in a high street/downtown area your potential
customers pass by the store at least two to three times a week. And it is the windows that tell the story of what
merchandise that you inside your store. So it becomes very critical that you change your windows at least every 2 to 3
weeks. The windows capture the spirit and image of the store. They create the identity and present that identity to the
consumer in such a way as to benefit the brand, and engage the consumer with the brand.
Always take your store windows very seriously! Not in the sense that they should be formal, proper, boring, and obscured
with promotional sales signs, but that they should celebrate all of the passion & identity that you have for your store.
One of the exciting things about retail is that it is dynamic. If you don't grow and change, customers assume you have
nothing new to offer them.

PICK OF THE MONTH
January & February

A chance to get noticed in the industry. A chance to show your creativity. A chance to
participate and win display award every month. (Submit your entries at thinktank@studioatomium.com)

DKNY Perfume

ANY QUESTIONS?
Ask experts...

Massimo Dutti

If you have any display or store planning/layout related questions, send it to us!
Experts from the industry will give you the best solutions.
(Submit your queries at thinktank@studioatomium.com)

Q: Do you have any tips on making eye-catching window displays?
-Rupal, Asst. Visual Merchandiser, New Delhi
A: Creative window displays are an ideal way to set your business apart from the competition. Windows are the billboard
of your store, according to Tony Camilletti, of store-design firm JGA Inc. in Southfield. They're a place to emphasize your
unique identity, advertise merchandise and catch the attention of shoppers.
So how do you make a traffic-stopping display? The possible subjects are endless, but the key is to focus on a product or
theme, not simply exhibit a collection of items. Following basic design principles will enhance your displays. Here's some
advice from professionals like Camilletti, Denise Schroeder of Image Accomplice in Harrison Township, and freelance
window dresser Kim Slocum from Pinckney:
Keep it simple.
Keep it clean.
Change displays frequently to keep the look fresh.
Bright lighting is crucial, both during the day and at night. Use lights to highlight individual
items or signs. (Movable track lights work well.)
Use repetition of shapes and colors to attract attention.
Cluster items in groups of three or five. Odd numbers are most pleasing to the eye.
Vary height and depth of items to carry the eye throughout the display. A pyramid or triangle
is a pleasing shape.
Use motion to catch the customer's eye.
Use light, bright colors.
Continue the theme of the window display with other displays inside the store.
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RETAIL OUTLOOK
Language of Silent Selling
by Rahul Rajamuthiah
Head of Operations, ConvergeM

VM is the idiom of smart retailers. Like humans use languages to communicate, retailers use Visual
merchandising techniques to communicate with customers. The comparison to languages doesn't
stop there. Like languages have their own grammar & logic of object, verb and subject, visual
merchandising has its own rules and guiding principles. Within these set of rules you can still use
creativity to write poetry using the same language a visual merchandiser too can use his creativity
to create visual effects in the store to communicate innovatively with the customer.
In modern retail, where employee productivity is critical for profitability of a business, visual
merchandising is the most effective way to improve productivity. A great visual merchandiser using
lots of color, sign ages, visual breaks creates oasis of merchandise to attract customers, hold their
attention to specific merchandise, throw critical information at them and aid the process of selling. I
personally would rate Visual Merchandising as the key function and a retailer involves this function
from the start of store design, to execution and continuous innovation in the store. With modern
retail ready to explode in retail, I see tremendous opportunity for the creation of a new set of young,
energetic & most importantly creative bunch of people calling themselves proudly as “Visual
Merchandisers”.

SHARE DISPLAY SNAPS.
India is full of surprises. Retail IS booming. The practice of Visual Merchandising is
common with every retailer, but unconsciously (Submit your entries at thinktank@studioatomium.com)

A ‘Churan’ shop at a busy market.
They have used common Jars for
all kind of Churans/Suparis. Even
they are color blocked (Shades of
Red on left side & Browns on right
side.
A window display of a musical
instruments shop. The shopkeeper
has hanged the Sitaars/Veena from
the ceiling, facing the bottom,
displaying the beautiful paintings to
catch the eye of the passerby’s.
The most common way to display
apparels on a window wall. Check
out the neatness & color scheme.

By Anuraag S

Visual Merchand-ICING on Retailer's Cake!
By Gagan Khanna
New Delhi, India. e-mail: khanna.gagan@hotmail.com

Just one visit to any urban market place gives us enough clues that the shopping -animal (called customer in civilized world) is
fast developing a taste for superior products, services and shopping experiences. Shopping is not only a “need based
activity” but also an “occasion” to be enjoyed. It's common to meet up at the café in a mall for a business talk or at a
multiplex for a date. Many look forward to weekends when they take time off with their families to “hang around” at malls
doing window-shopping with a cup of corn! Never mind if they don't buy anything except for the parking ticket! Even that
is excused for the privileged loyalty-club members. The pampered king called Customer-& he doesn't have to own the
palace! (contd.)
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Quest of the Retailer
India, being a growing economy and expanding customer base, is attracting foreign brands to invest in India. This has
been a boon for the Indian customer who has easy access to world-class products as a result. At the same time, its a call
for existing retailers to give their retail-spaces a “face-lift” in various ways including Store Design, Visual Merchandising
(i.e.the manner in which merchandise is displayed in a retail-store.) and quality of overall “Brand-Presence” to come at
par. A retailer's real quest is to secure a place not only in the market but also in the customers' lives. After all, the
customer buysfrom a retailer not for the retailer!
Visual Merchandising acts as a catalyst in this process of selling and buying. It makes selling - convenient for the retailer
and buying- fun for the customer. It's that “experience” for which a customer would come back for, in any shopping mall or
retail space. No retailer dares to mind it either!
With the Anytime-Anywhere access to internet, customer holds the power to buy anything with a click without physically
seeing it. However, it has deprived him of a product's touch-and-feel before buying it. The practical necessity of 'checking
out' a product is even more when someone buys something for the first time. In such a situation, the “tangible” part of
shopping becomes crucial in giving customer the confidence to buy. This is where both-Science & Art-of Visual
Merchandising are sought after.
“Scientific definition of an Art. Artistic expression of a Science.”
It can be safely said as on date that Retail Design and Visual Merchandising are comparatively recent and specialized fields
of expertise in Indian organized retailing. Indian retail is quickly opening up to them and recognizing their usefulness in
meeting their core business objectives.
What is “not” Retail Design?
The term is at times confused with architecture. The retail- spaces have been conventionally planned by architects till
recently. However the trend is fast changing and a mature retailer is now seeing Retail Design as a distinct field of design
valuable to his overall business plan.
What “is” Retail Design?
The term refers to strategic planning of retail space ensuring not only customer's convenience while shopping but also the
store-operations to be carried out by retailer. This includes storing the extra merchandise, cashiering, replenishment of
merchandise, flexibility to customize merchandise-presentation for a particular season or a promotion, ensuring enough
space for customers to walk and browse, etc. This is achieved through effective Store Layout, Space Allocation and Fixture
Design.
Retail Design takes into account the ergonomics of target customers and practicalities of day-to-day store operations much
more critically than the architecture. Equally important are the business objectives of a retailer which must be supported by
the right design.
What is “not” Visual Merchandising?
Visual Merchandising is not literally the interiors of a store or decorating the shop with flashy colors and exotic objects d'art.
What “is” Visual Merchandising?
It's the art and science of selling by way of arranging merchandise in a strategic manner in a retail space. Effective visual
merchandising ensures that a customer, on his own, finds the product of his choice in a shop, get educated about the
features of a product, can touch and try the product. Good visual merchandising should require least human-intervention
by sales staff in the buying process, at the same time, ensuring convenience to shopper. It also provides a multi-sensory
experience to customer through right lighting, music and fragrance all adding to overall shopping experience. (contd.)

Mebaz, Hydrabad
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Role of Retail Design & Visual Merchandising
The industry has begun to recognize the importance of Retail Design & Visual Merchandising and a good number of retailers
are investing in these areas to plan their retail spaces which suit the brand-identity and business objectives. These
objectives are primarily:
To give their brand, a distinct visual-identity among competitors. This helps in creating a higher recall-value.
To create an image with which target customers can relate to, in their own lives.
To give a “pleasant experience” to customers, for which they would like to come back, therefore inculcating Brand- loyalty.
To add convenience in shopping by effective presentation of merchandise.
To sell more through effective presentation and communication of products & services offered.
To positively influence the walk-ins and impulsive buying.
Visual Merchandising: The Final Force.
Let's finally imagine this shopping animal (as we called it earlier) in a retail jungle. The animal is bound to be influenced by
forces like mailers,discount coupons, outdoors hoardings , promotional banners, TV, radio, magazines, internet, and for all
you know- an SMS from a retailer! These forces woo him into the store where buying (of a product) is to take place.
He is finally in. There is a new environment created by Visual Merchandising for him to find the product, pick it, collect
information, may be try it out and finally walk up to the cash counter to buy.
Influenced by the final force of right Visual Merchand-icing, the hungry animal would finally eat the cake. A smiling sales
officer would add a cherry on top!

Send us your comments & feedback on thinktank@studioatomium.com Your valuable suggestions can only let us improvise this newsletter. For contribution of
articles, snaps, Ask Experts, Leave a message, Pick of the month, & Share display snaps, do mail us. Hope you enjoyed this issue!! Happy displaying...
All views & opinions, expressed in the articles are that of the writer. Studio Atomium shall not be held liable for the same.
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